Orchestrating Today’s Talent Lifecycle of Performance and Potential –
Key Material
It’s useful to apply a lens of a total talent lifecycle when considering any
“point in time” intervention for greater engagement, performance and
development of potential.
At the beginning of the talent lifecycle, a
structured and quality on-boarding approach has a significant
impact, not just for a better start up, but for longer term
engagement and performance. Early on, new employees at all
levels of experience are assessing the organization to see if their
career development will be supported, the rewards are
satisfying and they feel supported by the immediate manager. As time goes on, the interests
shift to longer term concerns about the ongoing value of staying, the strength of personal
connections at work and the ‘switching’ costs of leaving. High performing organizations have a
skillful and responsive listening strategy to employees at all points of the talent lifecycle.
It’s useful to have a general framework or roadmap to
define the key elements of managing performance,
assessment and development. This facilitates a better
context for any new tools or interventions and promotes
better clarity of use throughout the organization, and
throughout the talent lifecycle.

One important aspect of talent assessment and development is
a well-defined view of talent traps and failures – known as
derailment. While each organization has differences in
emphasis given the culture, research points to a common set of
five derailment dimensions.
One way to detect early signs of talent derailment for
prevention or early intervention is to create a checklist
and promote its use in the performance and talent
assessment processes.
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When looking to enrich and accelerate
performance and potential in talent, there
is a useful menu of choices and most have
a common set of objectives to stretch and
grow. The caution is to be judicious on the
use of these and avoid confusion and
overwhelming an employee experiences
these investments.
Moving talent to new and challenging assignments is the
number one driver of professional growth. High
performing organizations are disciplined to clarify the
differences among potential, performance and readiness
when assessing timing for assignments. Furthermore, there
are better than most at identifying the objectives or intent
of the new opportunity for exposure to business or
functional areas, deep dive to develop and prove out
critical competencies/results and allowing time-in-role to build strong judgement or ‘wisdom’
necessary for greater leadership roles in future fast changing and challenging environments.

In Summary, take a talent
lifecycle view of increasing
performance and
accelerating potential.
Invest in improving regular
assessment and support
actions. Use a general
framework to guide
organization decisions,
keeping clear operational
definitions of performance,
potential, readiness and
assignment intent.
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